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The first measurements of the differential cross section for thedsg, pdn reaction up to 4.0 GeV
were performed at the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at Thomas Jefferson
Laboratory. We report the cross sections at the proton center-of-mass angles of 36±, 52±, 69±, and
89±. These results are in reasonable agreement with previous measurements at lower energy. The 89±
and 69± data show constituent-counting-rule behavior up to 4.0 GeV photon energy. The 52± and 36±
data disagree with the counting-rule behavior. The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) model of nuclear
reactions involving reduced amplitudes disagrees with the present data. [S0031-9007(98)07676-5]





To reconcile low energy and high energy descriptio
of hadronic matter, nuclear physics must determine wh
it is justified to make a transition from meson-nucleo
degrees of freedom to quark-gluon degrees of freedom
the description of a nuclear reaction. The QCD conte






possible signature for this transition is that the reactio
cross section begins to scale at some incident ener
If scaling were indeed observed, characterization of th
approach to scaling would be essential to understa
how the dynamics are simplified. High energy two
body photodisintegration of the deuteronsgd ! pnd is© 1998 The American Physical Society















































particularly well suited for these studies because it
amenable to theoretical calculation, and relatively hig
momentum transfer to the constituents can be achiev
at relatively modest photon energies [2].
Previous measurements [3,4] for thedsg, pdn reaction
indicate the onset of scaling behavior at a photon ener
of 1 GeV at a reaction angle ofuc.m. ­ 90±; however,
this limited data set does not show scaling at oth
reaction angles. Measurement of the angular distributio
of scaling thresholds is an important part of characterizi
the reaction process. In this Letter, we present new d
to address this issue.
Predictions for the energy dependence of the cross s
tion at high energies are given by constituent countin
rules [5], the reduced nuclear amplitude analysis (RN
[6], the quark-gluon string model (QGS) [7], and th
asymptotic meson-exchange model (AMEC) [8]. Con
stituent counting rules predict that the energy dependen








where the Mandelstam variabless and t are the square
of the total energy in the center-of-mass frame and t
momentum transfer squared in thes channel, respectively.
The symboln denotes the total number of elementar
fields in the initial and final states, andn 2 2 is 11
for the dsg, pdn reaction. The quantityhsuc.m.d depends
on details of the dynamics of the process. Constitue
counting rules [5] are believed valid at energies muc
greater than the masses of the participating particl
perhaps in the perturbative QCD region. The previo
data at 90± scale according to these rules with a photo
energy threshold of only 1 GeV.
In the RNA approach, the amplitude is described
terms of parton exchange between the two nucleons. T
low energy components responsible for quark bindin
within the nucleons are removed by dividing out th
empirical nucleon form factors. While the reduce
nuclear amplitude analysis appears to describe
electron-deuteron elastic scattering cross section ab
a momentum transfer of1 GeVyc [1], it does not give
a good description of the previous deuteron photodis
tegration data. This is surprising because this model
expected to approach scaling at lower energies than
constituent counting rules. The QGS model is based
Regge phenomenology and is expected to be valid
small values oft where the parameters are best dete
mined. Thus, the QGS model is expected to be valid
small reaction angles, while most of the existing data is
large angles.
The traditional meson-exchange models [9,10] descr
the data at energies below 1 GeV, but are problema
above 1 GeV. However, the AMEC [8] departs from th
conventional approach in that an asymptotic descripti










































this model appears to predict the observed energy dep
dence atuc.m. ­ 90±, it cannot yet reproduce the magni
tude of the cross section.
In this Letter we present new results from thedsg, pdn
reaction at proton center-of-mass angles of 36±, 52±,
69±, and 89±. These data overlap with existing Stanfor
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) measurements, exten
ing them to higher energy and providing more comple
angular coverage.
Because the cross sections are much less than 1 nbysr,
it was essential to have a high-current, high duty fact
electron beam of multi-GeV energy, and to use we
shielded spectrometers of a large solid angle. This w
achieved by performing the experiment of Hall C a
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferso
Lab). A 25 mA continuous-wave electron beam in th
energy range 0.845 to 4.045 GeV in steps of 0.8 GeV w
incident on a 6% copper radiator to create an untagg
photon beam. The resulting electron and bremsstrahlu
beam impinged on a 15-cm liquid deuterium targe
Because thegd ! pn reaction is a two-body process, th
photon energy could be reconstructed from the measu
final-state proton momentum and scattering angle. Eve
with pion production were excluded by accepting only th
protons with the highest momenta. Protons were detec
with the High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS) [12].
The HMS had a solid angle of 6.8 msr and a mome
tum acceptance of 18%. The detector system consis
of a plastic scintillator hodoscope, drift chambers, and
gasČerenkov counter. The hodoscope was used to fo
a trigger and also to provide the time-of-flight informatio
for particle identification. Drift chambers were employe
to measure particle trajectories in order to calculate t
momenta and reaction angles. It is important to disti
guish protons from pions and deuterons. A gasČerenkov
counter, filled with C4F10 gas, was used in combination
with time-of-flight (TOF) information to separate pions
and protons above2.8 GeVyc, while TOF alone was used
for pion rejection at lower momenta. Deuteron rejectio
was accomplished by a TOF cut at all momenta.
Background contributions from the target window
were removed by placing cuts on the reconstructed tar
position and subtracting the yield obtained with a ce
of identical dimensions that was either empty or fille
with liquid hydrogen to simulate bremsstrahlung in th
deuterium. This target length cut led to a 3% error fo
the target thickness. Deuterium and empty target d
were taken alternately during the experiment. Data we
taken with the hydrogen target at some of the kinema
settings to cross-check the procedure of the empty tar
subtraction. The yield from electrodisintegration wa
measured by repeating the procedure without the radia
present. This yield, approximately 20% of the tota
was treated as a background and was subtracted fr
the photodisintegration yield with an energy-depende
correction factor to take into account the modificatio
of the electron beam flux and energy distribution by th4577


















radiator [13]. An additional systematic error of 3% wa
assigned to this background subtraction procedure.
The photon energy bin limits were chosen to kinem
ically eliminate photons from photopion production pr
cesses, and to eliminate the bremsstrahlung end point
which the photon flux is less well known. This photon e
ergy bin varied in width from 60 MeV at 36± to 115 MeV
at 89±. The bremsstrahlung photon flux was calculat
with an estimated 3% uncertainty using the thick-targ
bremsstrahlung computer code developed by Belz [1
which was cross-checked by using the codes of Matthe
and Owens [14]. The spectrometer solid angle for the
tended target was studied by comparing a Monte Ca
simulation with measurements made with both a mo
able solid carbon target and the extended cryotargets.
addition, the dependence of the results on the choice
optics parameters for the HMS was studied. An over
error of 7% in the HMS acceptance was determined fr
these studies. A proton absorption correction was app
to compensate for the scattering in the spectrometer w
dows and the detector stack. This proton attenuation
measured [15] to bes5.5 6 2.0d% by comparing singles
Hse, e0d and coincidence Hse, e0pd measurements. Cor
rections were also applied for the computer dead time
the tracking efficiency.
The overall systematic uncertainty is found to b
#11.5%. The uncertainties from the beam current me
surement, beam energy determination, and photon en
reconstruction in the measured quantitys11dsydt were
less than 3%. The uncertainty from the particle iden
fication is #5%. An additional systematic error of 3%
resulted from using a reduced solid angle in the HM
to avoid an obstruction from an HMS vacuum valve th
was inadvertently partially closed [16,17]. Thus, only ha
of the HMS solid angle was used in the analysis of t
data. A separate experiment without the obstruction v
ified that there was good agreement between the half
ceptance of the experiment with the obstruction and
corresponding half acceptance for the experiment with
the obstruction. A Monte Carlo simulation was used
determine the correction for “in-scattered” protons fro
the valve into the open half of the spectrometer so
angle. The amount of this correction is less than 2%
the worst case. This selection of half the spectome
solid angle resulted in a reduction of the observed re
tion center-of-mass angle by approximately 1± from the
central spectrometer setting.
Figure 1 shows the world data ofs11dsydt above
,0.4 GeV for thegd ! pn reaction atuc.m. ­ 36±, 52±,
69±, and 89± as a function of the photon energy. The 8±
data are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. The SLA
NE17 data [4] exhibit scaling behavior starting at ph
ton energies around 1 GeV, corresponding to proton tra
verse momentaspT d of ,1.0 GeVyc. For thedsg, pdn




Md being the deuteron mass. The Jefferson Lab data













































FIG. 1. s11dsydt vs Eg. The present work is shown as
solid circles with statistical uncertainties only, the SLAC NE17
data are shown as open circles, the SLAC NE8 data a
shown as open triangles, and other existing data [18] a
shown as crosses. The solid line is the meson-exchange mo
calculation of Lee [9]. The long-dashed line is the RNA
analysis [6], and the dotted line is Nagornyǐ’s [8] asymptotic
meson-exchange calculation. The dash-dotted line is the QG
calculation [7]. The arrows indicate the photon energies whe
pT 2 ­ 1.0 sGeVycd2. The previous data are shown above a
nominal center-of-mass angles of 37±, 53±, and 90±.
new data continue to show the scaling behavior up to th
highest photon energy of 4.0 GeV. The differential cros
sectiondsydt from the present work at photon energies
above 1.0 GeV were fitted with the form ofAysn22, and
n 2 2 ­ 11.1 6 0.3 was obtained from the fit. It is sur-
prising that the counting rule appears to work so we
considering the fact that the momentum transfer to th
individual quark is below1.0 sGeVycd2 for these mea-
surements, where the strong coupling constant still vari
significantly as a function of the momentum transfer.
The long-dashed line in Fig. 1 represents a reduce
nuclear amplitude analysis [6] with a normalization facto
chosen to agree with the data atEg ­ 1.6 GeV. This
RNA curve falls below the highEg data and does not
reach an asymptotic limit at these energies. The QG
calculation [7] is shown as the dash-dotted line. Th
solid line represents the meson-exchange calculation
Lee [9], which is a standard calculation that reproduce







the measuredNN phase shifts up to 2.0 GeV and is
also constrained by photomeson [19] production da
The calculation gives a reasonable description of th
data below 0.5 GeV, but deviates above 1.0 GeV. Th
meson-exchange model calculation of Laget [10] (n
shown) reproduces the experimental data fairly well fro
the threshold up to about 0.6 GeV. The dotted lin
is a calculation (AMEC) by Nagornyǐ et al. [8] with
the normalization performed at 1.0 GeV. Although thi
calculation gives a different energy dependence to t
cross section than that of the constituent counting ru
it does give an energy dependence very close to1ys11 in
the energy region of 1.5 to 3.5 GeV. More calculation
of this type are necessary at the other angles.
The data at 52± and 69± are shown in the center panels
of Fig. 1. The 69± data appear to scale according t
the constituent counting rules. A fit to this cross sectio
givesn 2 2 ­ 10.9 6 0.2 in good agreement with that at
89±. At 52± the present data are in reasonable agreem
with previous SLAC measurement and have significant
improved statistical errors. The results deviate from th
scaling behavior predicted by counting rules. A fit of th
scaling formula to the cross section data givesn 2 2 ­
9.5 6 0.2. The QGS calculation [7] is in fair agreemen
with the data in the photon energy region between 1.0
4.0 GeV.
The bottom panel in Fig. 1 shows the data atuc.m. ­
36±. Fitting the scaling formula to the Jefferson Lab
cross section data above a photon energy of 1 GeV giv
n 2 2 ­ 9.6 6 0.1. The highestpT from NE17 mea-
surements at thisuc.m. is 0.7 GeVyc. The experimental
uncertainties and the limited energy region covered by t
NE17 experiment preclude any conclusion with regard
the scaling behavior in the photon energy range belo
3 GeV. The Jefferson Lab data are in reasonable agr
ment with the SLAC data [4] when the large angular de
pendence at forward angles is taken into account. T
SLAC data were taken at 36.7±, while the present data
were recorded from 35.4± at the highest energy to 36.2± at
the lowest energy. The previous data shown in Fig. 1 a
not corrected for this difference in angles.
Although a photon energy of 3.1 GeV at 36± corre-
sponds to the samepT where the onset ofs211 scaling
is observed at 90±, there is no evidence from the 36± data
that scaling has set in (see arrows in Fig. 1). The RNA [
deviates significantly from the data at 36±, but the QGS
calculation [7] gives a reasonable energy dependence.
In summary, the data atuc.m. ­ 89± 90± continue to
show scaling behavior up to 4 GeV. The first evidenc
is observed for a similar scaling behavior at 69±. The
asymptotic meson-exchange model is in fair agreeme
with the 90± data in the photon energy region of 1.0
to 3.0 GeV. Thus far, no constituent counting scalin
behavior is observed for the 36± or 52± data. The new
data at 36± and 52± rule out a scaling threshold ofpT ­
1.0 sGeVycd2. The reduced nuclear amplitude analys
































has an energy dependence that is in fair agreement wit
the present data at 36± and 52±. Further measurements
at higher energies at the forward angles will be essentia
to test for scaling. Experimental determination of the
physical observable associated with the onset of scaling i
essential for understanding the underlying mechanism fo
the scaling behavior in the exclusive two-body process.
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